[Molecular-based diagnosis of thyroid carcinoma: germ-cell carcinogenesis and aspiration biopsy nucleic acid diagnosis(ABND)].
Recent data have shown the existence of specific changes in mRNAs in thyroid carcinomas. It has not been clarified, however, why these changes clearly distinguish benign tissues from carcinomas, while genomic alternation such as mutations in the RAS or P53 genes do not. Further, the widely believed hypothesis, multi-step carcinogenesis, does not explain some clinical and experimental evidence of thyroid carcinomas. Considering these facts, we propose a new idea for thyroid carcinogenesis called "germ-cell carcinogenesis", in which cancer cells are derived from the remnant of fetal thyroid germ cells(thyroblasts) instead of normal thyroid follicular cells. Utilizing such mRNAs, we have established a new method for preoperative molecular-based diagnosis of thyroid carcinomas, Aspiration Biopsy Nucleic Acid Diagnosis(ABND). ABND allows us to perform preoperative nucleic acid analyses of the tumors by extracting RNAs or DNAs from tumor cells obtained by fine needle aspiration biopsies(FNABs). Pathological diagnosis of thyroid follicular carcinoma is quite difficult, and the establishment of preoperative molecular-based diagnosis of follicular carcinoma has been long expected. We found that quantification of the trefoil factor 3(TFF3)/galectin-3 mRNA ratio in thyroid tumor cells is a useful tool for distinction between follicular adenomas and carcinomas. Because ABND can be performed without any severe invasion to the patients, in the near future, when more reliable systems of quantitative RNA analysis have been developed, ABND will probably become one of the standard tests for preoperative diagnosis of thyroid carcinoma.